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Yuanchu period ran from 114-116 CE was first made by Sten Konow in his work of 1929, 

and was repeated by a number of writers. In fact, the Yuanchu period ran from 15th 

Dec., 114 CE to 16th Feb., 120 CE.” [Cf. Thierry 2005: 520, fn. 197. ed.]

Events in the time of Kaniska I

094 - Years AD ±129-±150: Dates for Kaniska I in inscriptions: 2-23

as maharaja kaniska: years 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 16, 19, 20, 23 (SS #19, 13-14, Kimbell, 19, 

28, Russek, 43, 'Singapore, 52, 57)

as maharaja devaputra kaniska: years 10, ?20, (SS #35, 'London)

as maharaya rayatiraya devaputra kaniska: year 20 (CKI 246)

as maharaja rajatiraja devaputra kaniska: undated statue from Mat (cf. § 088).

Note ed.: To keep the references brief, the years given here and for the succeeding kings 

refer to the numbered editions in the most comprehensive collection of dated Brahmi 

epigraphs so far, by Satya Shrava 1993 (“SS”). Misallocations and misreadings are 

numerous, but not relevant to our chronological overviews. Pieces not contained in SS 

are indicated by terms commonly used by epigraphists. CKI 246 is the only text written 

in Kharosthi script. A superscript question mark refers to inscribed pieces of art with 

debated authenticity.

095 - Year AD ±127: Year 1 of a Kusana century

Yavanajataka 79,15; Falk 2001: 126, 127:

gatena sadhyardhasatena yuktya vyekena kosanagatabdasamkhya 

kdlah sakandm parisodhya tasmad atltam anyadyugavarsayatam.

“The elapsed years of the Kusanas in combination with 149 (change into) the time of 

the Sakas.

Subtracting from this (Saka time [plus 56]) the elapsed (yuga, i.e. 165 years) (produces) 

the elapsed years of the second yuga”

Note ed.: The text was arbitrarily altered by Pingree (1978) for his edition which resulted 

in a nonsensical formula. The text as given here follows the single old manuscript seen by 

Pingree and is supported by the readings relegated by Pingree into the critical apparatus. 

Only the first line is important for defining the starting point. For the intricacies of the 

second line, dealing with the particular system of the yuga, cf. Falk 2001. In contrast to 

the published reconstruction I now see a compound starting with anyad°, related to the 

“elapsed” (atitam) number of years. The meaning is not affected. The first line produces 

a year AD 227 for year 1 of the Kusanas. I combined this with the “dropped hundred 

theory”, not first but most thoroughly justified by Johanna van Eohuizen-de Leeuw in 

1949, and the result is AD 127. The paper Falk 2004 shows that year numbers based on 

a start in AD 127 or 227 with omitted hundreds were kept in use in Mathura even after 

AD 327 and 427.
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The era is not only important because of its starting point, but also as it shows the 

determination to become independent from earlier rulers and their time-keeping 

systems.

096 - Year AD ±128: Rabatak - Dynastic succession and conquests docu

mented

Content: This inscription provided for the first time a clear list of ancestors of Kaniska, 

all treated on a par as rulers, with Vima Takhtu in a place which earlier was allotted 

to Sbter megas. It shows a number of deities venerated by the ruling family. The best 

topographical map is found in Besenval, Bernard & Jarrige 2002: 1419. Cf. also Sims- 

Williams in Sims-Williams & Cribb 1995/96: 77-81; Sims-Williams 2012: 77f.

Rabatak Bactrian inscription, Sims-Williams 2008: 55-57:

1: [•••] gy*o*e,,po |3coyo OTopyo kocvt^ke l Kopgvo

(...) the great salvation, Kanishka the Kushan,

papToyo kabctyo yoa^aoapyo Pqy[o]

the righteous, the just, the autocrat, the god

2: [r|]^voyo Ktdi aoo vava

worthy of worship, who has obtained the kingship from Nana

odo aoo oiojtoavo pi payavo i paodavt a(3opdo Ktdi tcoyo /povo

and from all the gods, who has inaugurated the year one

3: vo(3apTO oaycovdt Payavo oivdado OTi]ia

as the gods pleased. And he

i tcovayyo oaao ogoaoro xadpta apiao coo-

*issued a Greek *edict (and) then he put it into Aryan.

4: Tado a[3o tcoyo /povo g[3o t uydo cppoayda^o

In the year one there was ^proclaimed to India,

a[3o parpiayyE paopE aytTa t [•••]-

to the cities of the *ksatriyas/*ksatrapas, the ^capture (of)

5: adpayo odo i co^ojio od(o) t gaypdo odo t

. . . , and . . . , and Saketa, and

Kco^apPo odo l jraka|3oTpo oidpg ada a|3o t gipiT[i]-

KausambT, and Pataliputra, as far as SrT-Campa;

6: appo oidpiavo Tipopdo odo pavdapgi [*]aopavo 

whatever (cities) he and the other ^generals *reached,

a^o i otvdo cooTado OTp[i]a apovy[o]

(he) submitted (them) to (his) will, and he submitted all
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7: t uvbo q([3)o i givbo cooTabo xabi f)ai KavpfpKS

India to (his) will. Then King Kanishka

a[3o [racpapo Kapakpayyo cppopabo

ordered Shafar the lord of the marches

8: q[38tva oiqyo |3ayokayyo Ktpbi otbt

to make in this place the temple which

|3qy£a|3o piL,bt a|3o pa Kaotye paya cpapetpoavo [3- 

called Bage-ab, in the Kasig plains, for these gods

9: qyqvo Kibi papo Kipbi avbtpayi (o)cpappo 

who have come hither into the presence of the glorious 

oppa oopkbt ta apya vava obo ta ap-

Umma, *that (is), the above-mentioned Nana and the

10: ya oppa aopopogbo pogboavo

above-mentioned Umma, Aurmuzd, Muzhduwan,

gpoftapdo <(K)tbt uydooao paaopvo pi^di

Sroshard—who in Indian is called Mahasena

odo |3it,ayo pt^di) vapaaao pupo OTpia oudoa- 

is called Visakha—Narasa, (and) Mihir. And he

11: vo jrtdyip[3o cppopabo Kipdfi] eipoavo

gave orders to make images of the same, (namely) of these

|3ayavo Kibi paaKa viPi/nyEvdi ot-

gods who are inscribed hereupon, and

12: pia cppopabo apstpoavo [raovayo Kipbt

he gave orders to make (images of) these kings:

q(3o ko^ouXo Kabcpipo ftao a[3o t qpp-

King Kujula Kadphises (his) great

13: ovtay(o o)bo q[3o ooppo xaKTOO [Dao a|3(o) t 

grandfather, and King Vima Taktu (his)

viayo obo a[3o ooppo Kabcpioe [?ao a[3o

grandfather, and King Vima Kadphises

14: (t) jrtba obo a[3o i xo[3ioapo KavpfrKe |aao 

(his) father, and himself, King Kanishka.

xaoaycovbi [Daovavo |Dao t [SayEJtoo-

Then, as the king of kings, the son of the gods
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15: pa KqvppKS qppopado Kipdi

Kanishka had given orders to do,

radt pacpaps KapaXpayys Kipdo elo PqyoX.aYyo 

Shafar the lord of the marches made this sanctuary, 

16: [o]do qiapo Kapakpayyo odo paqpapo 

and Pyash the lord of the marches, and Shafar 

Kapakpayyo odo vokov^oko i apTOO-

the lord of the marches, and Nukunzuk the hasht-

17: a[X.yo ••]ptdo pat cppopavo Eipidpa [Bays

walg ^carried out the king’s command. May these gods

Ktdt papo vi(3tXTi(3Evdi radavo a[3o paov- 

who are inscribed here [keep] the

18: av[o [tat] apo KayppKE Kopavo a[3o 

[king] of kings, Kanishka the Kushan, for 

iaoT|davi ^oppiyt kpouyo ayyaddiyyo oavivd- 

ever healthy, fortunate, (and) victorious!

19: oy[o ••••]tvdi oti pao t Payspoopo

And the king, the son of the gods, was *pacifying

aoo unyo /povo apo t o/o ypovo t uvdo aponyo v- 

all India from the year one to the year *six.

20: qqkp[i]o (y)[a](d)i pqyokayyo apo unyo ypovo acmado 

[So] the temple was *founded in the year one;

xadt apo t appppoo /povo qyya[”*] 

then in the *third year also . . .

21: [•]na,,,[ ca. 6 jr]ido paE tppopava aptopi t nappvq 

. . . according to the king’s command, many *rites 

kado apiooi ppdys kado apiaoip ••]-

were endowed, many attendants were endowed, many . . . [were] 

22: [•• kado on Kav]p[pKE] pat pa kt^yq qPo Payavo kado 

[endowed. And] King [Kanishka] gave the fortress to the gods, 

odo (papEipoavo agqdavo [kl]5l [a]po pt PayEq[po] 

and for these freemen [who] ... in Bage-[ab] . . .

23: [ ]k[ ]q y[

]axidvoo
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097 - Year AD ±129: Kaniska sends ambassadors to Hadrian

Content: Early in his reign, Kaniska may have sought contact with Hadrian, his contem

porary in Rome.

Historic Augusta, speaking of Emperor Hadrian (r. AD 117-138); Magie p. 66, transl. 

p. 67:

Reges Bactrianorum legatos ad eum, amicitiae petendae causa, supplices miserunt.

“The kings of the Bactrians sent envoys to him to beg humbly for his friendship.”

Note Grenet: According to Birley (1997: 225), this episode took place in northern Syria 

in AD 129. If this is true, the year is surely relevant, as Birley did not fail to notice: “This 

may refer to the great Kushan ruler Kanishka, whose reign in the distant Oxus region had 

just begun (according to a still disputed chronology).”

098 - Years between AD ±127 and ±136: Kaniska attacks western Xinjiang

Content: Kaniska subdues some of the city states in Xinjiang.

Xuanzang Datang Xiyuji #1, CBETA T51, no. 2087: 873, c24-26; Beal

1884,1: 56f„ Zurcher 1968: 376:

“From the earlier memoirs I have learned that anciently King Chia-ni-se-chia

iM (Kaniska) of the country of Ch’ien-t’o-lo {MIA® (Gandhara), whose majesty spread 

over the neighbouring kingdoms and whose transforming (influence) penetrated the far

away regions, led his troops to enlarge his territory (even) to the east of the Ts’ung-ling 

(Pamirs). (The rulers of) the frontier tribes in the region ‘West of the (Yellow) River’ 

(Ho-hsi) stood in awe of him and sent (their sons as) hostages to him.”

099 - Year AD 130: Kaniska invades Saketa

Contents: The kings of Khotan and Kucha assisted Kaniska in the conquest of Saketa. 

This was possible when after the Yangjia period (AD 132-136) the Chinese hold on the 

cities in Xinjiang slackened. Under emperor Huan (AD 147-167) Khotan was little afraid 

of the Chinese (Hill 2009+2015,1: 19).

• Li yul lun-bstan-pa, “History of the Buddhist kings and queens of Khotan”, C.D. 

182 a 1; Tibetan translation from original Khotanese. Petech 1968: 244, Hill 2009: 

370+2015,1: 381, Emmerick 1967: 46f.:
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“Afterwards King Vijaya Kirti (...) built the vihara of Sru-no.

Originally, King Kanika and the king of Gu-zan [= Kucha ed.] and the Li [= Khotan 

ed.] ruler, King Vijaya Kirti, and others led an army into India, and when they captured 

the city called So-ked, king Vijaya Kirti obtained many relics and put them in the stupa 

of Sru-no.”

Note ed.: The Tibetan term So-ked shows that Shaqi in HHS (below) can be 

taken to refer to the sack of Saketa/Ayodhya with confidence. The literature is quoted 

extensively in Hill 2015,1: 380-382, § 16.2 on Shaqi.

• HHS 88/118.10b (2922), ««<• W*®O*35)>; Chavannes 1905b: 551, fn. 1, 

1907: 194; Thierry 2005: 524, texte 36, Hill 2009+2015,1: 33, Ziircher 1968: 368:

iOT, Wffi+o

Ah KAY, ItAIKSo MteSo

“The main centre of the kingdom of Dongli [‘Eastern Division’] is the town of Shaqi 

[Saketa],

It is more than 3,000 li [1,247 km] southeast of Tianzhu [Northwest India].

It is a big kingdom. Its products are similar to those of Tianzhu [Northwest India].

There are several tens of major towns whose rulers take the title of king. The Da Yuezhi 

attacked and subdued it. The men and women are all eight chi [about 1.85 m or 6 ft] 

tall, but are cowardly. They ride elephants and camels when travelling to neighbouring 

kingdoms.

When invaded, they ride elephants to wage war.”

Note Fussman: There is no name of a king and it is ed.’s chronology. It seems to refer 

to events of a far past. Shaqi [Saketa] is a pure and improbable guess. Saketa, if Sialkot, 

was a tiny town, never a country.

Note Bakker: Saketa is the present Ayodhya.

Notes ed.: With “more than 3000 li”, or 1300 km, the text describes the distance 

between Peshawar or Taxila to Saketa pretty exactly. - There is a lengthy parallel to 

this passage in the Weilue of the Sanguozhi •

(HAW • 12» , cf. Thierry 2005: 524, texte 37. It names the country juli, and the
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distance, 3000 li, but not the name of the city. In its place one reads — “one

name is Liweite”, and —(another) name is Peiliwang”. Ziircher (1968: 372) 

suspects Dongli to be a mistake for Juli (“Chii-li”) and Thierry (as above, 

fn. 214) consents and dismisses Hill’s insisting on the “Eastern Division”. Hill (2015,1: 

380) points at “eastern India” in Buddhist literature, without showing that li 

can replace in such contexts.

100 - Conquest of eastern India through canda Kaniska

Sutralamkara (Da zhuangyan lun jing Taisho 201, p. 287a22-24, story

no. 31; = Kalpanamanditika of Asvaghosa; Huber 1908: 158ff., Ziircher 1968: 385:

“Formerly I have heard that among the Chii-sha (Kushan?) race there was a king named 

Chen-t’an Chia-ni-cha who (once) made a punitive expedition against eastern India 

(T’ien-chu). When (that country) had been pacified, his majestic power made (the world) 

tremble and his success was complete, and he returned to his native country.”

Note ed.: Ziircher’s (Wade-Giles) Chii-sha (Pinyin jusha) is less confusing in the Kanto- 

nese rendering keuisa, yet another variant for kusana. On the candra or canda Kaniska 

cf. Bailey 1949. Brough (1970: 87f.) combines candra “Moon” with the literal meaning 

of yue in yuezhi ft to the idea of a “moon-dynasty”. More on this in Rosenfield 

1967: 281a, no. 3.

101 - Kaniska attacks the Parthians

Fufazang Yinyuanzhuan • ^5 » , 316bl6-18; Ziircher 1968: 386f.:

bwemo,
WHW®, SAAAAAAffio

“At that time the king of An-hsi (Parthia) was cruel and obstinate, and having marshalled 

his four (classes of) soldiers he attacked Kaniska. King Kaniska immediately chastised 

him severely. The two armies joined battle, and the daggers and swords were raised 

incessantly. Thereupon King Kaniska gained the victory, and he killed altogether 

900,000 Parthians.”

102 - Year ca. AD 150: The end of Kaniska

Fufazang Yinyuanzhuan ’ ^5 »,Taisho Tipitaka 50, no. 2058, 317a4-

18; Eevi 1896b: 482f., Ziircher 1968: 387; translation by Ye Shaoyong:
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“There is also a minister named Mo-Chuo-luo,who has superior intellect and accomp

lishments. He speaks to Kaniska, ‘If you, the great king, follow my suggestion, your 

power will conquer the four seas (or regions); you will be admired by all (people) and 

be submitted to by all eight far regions. You should consider my words and should not 

reveal them (to others)’. The king says, ‘Great! As you said.’ Then the minister convened 

brave generals and made ready four armies. All their opponents are defeated like the 

grass is destroyed by the hail. People from three seas (or regions) submit. During a 

patrol Kaniska’s horse breaks its leg. The king says to it, ‘I have conquered the three 

seas (or regions). All submit to me except the north sea. If I acquire it (the north sea) 

I will no more ride on you. Now my career is not yet fulfilled; why do you behave 

like this?’ At the time (Kaniska’s) ministers hear this and talk to each other, ‘The king 

Kaniska is cruel and immoral. He makes war so frequently and fatigues the people. He 

is insatiable and wants to conquer all four seas. (Then we would have to) serve in the 

remote frontiers apart from our family members and relatives. When will such suffering 

cease? We should cooperate to get rid of him. Then we will be happy.’ When the king 

was sick, they covered him with a quilt and a man sat on top of it; and the king was dead 

in no time.”

Note Grenet: Compare the way Turkish, Khazar and Mongol royals were executed 

(cf. below p. 216, fn. 46).

103 - Year ca. AD 150: Can Ptolemy be used to link the tocharoi from the 

East with Tocharistan?

The Geography of Ptolemy, assembled around AD 150 from a number of itineraries of 

different ages and quality, includes a people called Toyapot, “Tocharians”, from which 

the country “Tokharistan” received its name, a certain part of Bactria whereto Kaniska 

retired from his campaign in northern India in his tenth regnal year (cf. below p. 257, 

To/oaporavo). According to Ptolemy (6.11.6), these people are located in Baktriana 

south of the Oxus, where we find Toyapoi pTya eOvog “the mighty people of the
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Tocharians”, vjto 6e roug Zapidonag “below the Zariaspai” (Humbach, Ziegler & 

Faiss 2002,1: 158f; II: fig. 28). The “mighty” is a reference to the fact that the Yuezhi 

have taken over and incorporated the docile Bactrian merchants into their new and 

aggressive political entity - nothing surprising in the 2nd century AD.

According to the geo-referential system of Ptolemy, these same people are mentioned 

again as Ta/opoi (sic) further north in Sogdiana as living in between three unnamed 

rivers running north from the Sogdian mountains to the Yaxartes (Humbach, Ziegler 

& Faiss 2002,1: 168f; II: fig. 30). There, they are living close to the Drybaktai. De la 

Vaissiere (2009: 530) takes this situation north of the mountains as a reference to an 

earlier location, which Ptolemy could present only because he was using an itinerary 

from the middle of the second century BC. The same view is referred to by Humbach, 

Ziegler & Faiss (2002,1: 87), who seem to devalue it by pointing at an apparent south

north shift of the people called Marukaioi living south of the Oxus with their capital 

Maruka on the northern side, and assume that Ptolemy occasionally mixes his sources, 

links the itineraries upside-down and places references to one and the same people in 

different directions. A comparable bilocation for the Ta/opoi is apparent when we see a 

similar set of three “nameless rivers” running south from the same Sogdian mountains 

down to the Oxus under the data collection called “Sogdianoi East” (Humbach, Ziegler 

& Faiss 2002,1: 168f; II: fig. 29) and here we find the town of Trybakta. Once we have 

the Tachoroi and the Drybaktai north of the mountreains, and a town of Trybakta south 

of the same mountains exactly where we expect the Yuezhi or Tocharoi to have settled, 

then the suspicion arises that this is yet another doublet and only one of the two can 

be trusted. Humbach, Ziegler & Faiss (2002,1: 90f.) point out the many doublets in 

the Sogdian lists; Humbach & Faiss (2012: 40) equate Trybakta and Drybaktai and 

likewise assume an error in transmission for one of the two. Regarding the variant 

spellings, Humbach & Faiss (2012: 21) maintain the idea of unity: “The Tachoroi are 

the same as the Tocharoi To/apoi mighty people in Ptolemy Baktriane 6,11,6 and the 

Tachoroi in Sogdianoi [sic ed.] 6,12,4 with Thogara city in Serike 6,16,8.” Further, there 

are the people called TOdyoupoi (Ithagouroi) in Ptolemy 6.16.5, who in 6.16.8 seem to 

live in a town called Ooydpo. (Thogara) below a mountain ©ctyoupov (Thagouron) or 

IQqayoupov (Ithagouron) (Humbach, Ziegler & Faiss 2002,11: fig. 37).

Notes Ching: The first scholar looking for mount Thaguron near Dunhuang (Gansu) 

seems to be Pelliot (1936: 261). De la Vaissiere (2009) provided a new solution but 

it is still open to discussion, see § 022 B). Previously, O. Franke located the earlier 

habitation area of Tokharoi in Endere by refering to Xuanzang’s mention of duhuoluo 

gugiio in the section about Nirang (Niya-Pkt. Nina, approx, today’s Niya

sites) in Xiyuji when arguing Marquart’s (1901: 204) equation [Ta-hia

= Tochari ed.]. See for example F.W.K. Muller, “Toyri und Kuisan [Kiisan]”, SPAW, 

1918, p. 576; O. Franke, “Das alte Ta-hia der Chinesen, ein Beitrag zur Tocharer 

Frage”, Ostasiatische Zeitschrift 8.1919/20: 126. However, Stein (Serindia, pp. 286- 

288) is quite sceptical about Franke’s identification. My view is close to Stein’s in the
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sense that Endere is a fortified site of later periods rather than traces of prehistorical 

tribe(s). However, while Stein prefered to link Endere with “Tukhara (i.e. Hephthalite)”, 

I think Xuanzang’s mention of duhuoluo guguo in the east of Niya is more likely the 

ruins of a colony (admistrative center, immigrants’ settlement or even the residence 

of some Kushan hostage/consulate) since the Kushan period (Ching 2015: 13). After 

all, it is known that the Sogdians built their colonies on their trade routes to China 

and people from the historical Tocharistan (Bactria) was also active in international 

politics and commerce, so it is reasonable to suppose that the Kushans once established 

settlement(s) in Chinese Turkestan, too.

104 - The Tocharians subject to the Bactrians?

Context: The Roman historian Ammianus Marcellinus (ca. AD 330-400) has a long 

passage on Bactria in 23.6:55-58, in many points simply based on Ptolemy’s map. 

Participating in the Roman campaigns against the Sasanians he seems to have added 

some hear-say from his encounter with Bactrians, concerning the difference between 

“Bactrians” and Tocharians.

Ammianus Marcellinus Rerum Gestarum 23.6:55-57; Seyfarth 1970,111: 100f.:

[55] Proximos his limites possident Bactriani, natio antehac bellatrix et potentissima 

Persisque semper infesta antequam circumsitos populos omnes ad dicionem 

gentilitatemque traheret nominis sui, (...)

“Die nachsten Gebiete besitzen die Baktrianer, friiher ein kriegerisches und sehr mach- 

tiges, den Persern stets feindlich gesinntes Volk, bevor es alle Nachbarvblker unter- 

worfen zur Annahme seines eigenen Namens gezwungen hatte.” (...)

[57] Gentes isdem Bactrianis oboediunt plures, quas exsuperant Tochari,

“Viele Stamme sind diesen Bactriern untertan, darunter vor allem die Tocharer.”

Note ed.: The dominant tribe, the “Bactrians”, must be the Kushans. They are said to 

have others made to run under their name, cf. § 126.

Events in the time of Huviska

105 — Years AD ±153-±187: Dates for Huviska in inscriptions: 26 to 60

as huviska: year 31 (SS#71,73)

as devaputra sdhi huviska: year 28 (SS #64)

as maharaja huviska: years 26, 28, 29, 34, 48, 58 (SS #65, 68, 69, 190, 108, 123)

as maharaja devaputra huviska: years 33, 35, 37, 38, 39, 45, 51, 53 (SS #76, 82, unpubl., 

84, 85, 89, 117, 120)

as maharaja rdjatirdja huviska: years 40 (SS #87), 51 (CKI 159)

as maharaja rdjatirdja devaputra huviska: years 47, 60 (SS #94, 124)


